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Group Show   

POKER FACE 

Galerie Brachot is pleased to present a selection of works  

by modern and contemporary artists. 

In the complex world of art, "Poker Face" has a compelling meaning. It evokes a state 

of impenetrability, a concealment of true emotion behind a mask of impassivity. This 

notion finds particular resonance in the work of artists who explore themes of duality, 

perception, and hidden truth. Through a selection of modern and contemporary works, 

this exhibition plunges the viewer into a game of revelation and mystery, where cards 

are skillfully manipulated to conceal or reveal profound truths. 

In art, Poker Face becomes a technique, a form of mastery of illusion. Artists 

manipulate visual elements to confuse, to encourage the viewer to question what is real 

and what is not. Playing with perspective, bold color choices, and surprising 

juxtapositions create intriguing compositions that defy easy interpretation. 



From March 08 till June 16 2024

Exhibition at Gallery BRACHOT located on the Hotel Sanglier 

A selection of works by  

Paul DELVAUX - René MAGRITTE 

- 

CHUN KWANG YOUNG - Gianni MOTTI - Paola PEZZI 

Johan VAN MULLEM 

  



Hotel Sanglier Gallery





René MAGRITTE 
Le sourire du diable, 1966 

Oil on canvas 
40 x 30 cm 



Dear Sir, 

Thank you for your birthday wishes and for the engraving, which I received with 
pleasure. I thought of painting an image which is a kind of trap (I notice it now - I 

didn't conceive the image in order to imagine a trap). 

The trap in question is the inevitable interpretation that symbol-lovers will 
inevitably resort to, and in so doing, think of something other (in a symbolic 

sense) than the absolute thought of which this image is the description. 

On the subject of imagination, we mustn't forget that not everything imagined is 
imaginary. The poet (writer or painter) imagines descriptions of absolute thought - 

inspired and spontaneous. 
It would be absurd to claim that this thought is an imaginary "entity", devoid of 

absolutely certain reality. 

Yours sincerely 

René Magritte 



EXHIBITIONS: 

- Brussels, Galerie Isy Brachot, Magritte cent cinquante oeuvres, January 19 - 
February 20, 1968, no. 111 

- Tokyo, NMMA (National Museum of Modern Art), René Magritte retrospective, May 22 - 
July 11 1971, no. 63 

- Kyoto, NMMA (National Museum of Modern Art), René Magritte retrospective, July 20 
- September 05 1971, no. 63 

- Brussels, Galerie Isy Brachot, Retrospective MAGRITTE in private collections, 
January 20 - March 27, 1988 

- Basel, Galerie Isy Brachot, MAGRITTE, June 13 - 19, 1989 
- Paris, Galerie Isy Brachot, MAGRITTE, September - November 1989 
- Verona, Palazzo Forti, Da Magritte a Magritte, July 06 - October 20, 1991, no. 113 
- Japan, Mitsukoshi Art Museum, René Magritte retrospective, November 01 1994 - 

January 22 1995, no. 72 
- Japan, Hyogo Museum of Modern Art, René Magritte retrospective, January 28 - April 

09 1995, no. 72 
- Japan, Fukuoka Art Museum, René Magritte retrospective, April 22 - May 28, 1995, 

no. 72 
- Montreal, Museum of Fine Arts, MAGRITTE, June 20 - October 27, 1996, no. 92 
- Paris, Centre Pompidou (National Museum of Modern Art), Magritte. The betrayal of 

images, September 21, 2016 - January 23, 2017 
- Frankfurt, Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt, Magritte. The betrayal of images, February 

10 - June 05, 2017 
- Brussels, Musée MAGRITTE Museum, Subversion of Images, August 2017 - March 2024 
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-Retrospective René Magritte, catalog of the exhibition at the NMMA in Tokyo, 1971, no. 
63 

-Galerie Isy Brachot, MAGRITTE, Basel - Paris, 1989, pg 48 - 49 

-Da Magritte a Magritte, catalog of the exhibition at Palazzo Forti, Verona, 1991, pg 
159 

-Retrospective René Magritte, catalog of the exhibition in Japan, 1994 - 1995, n°72 

-Magritte, catalog of the exhibition at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, 1996, pg 172 

-Magritte. The betrayal of images, catalog of the exhibition at the Centre Pompidou, 
Paris, 2016, pg 46 

-Magritte. The betrayal of images, catalog of the exhibition at the Kunsthalle 
Frankfurt, 2017, pg 44 





CHUN KWANG YOUNG 
Aggregation 23-JA014, 2023 

Mixed media with korean Hanji paper 
130 x 150 cm 



Paola PEZZI 
Metallica, 2023 

Metallized fabric  
 45 x 97 x 15 cm 



Paola PEZZI 
Nera, 2020 
Gross grain  

 35 x 27 x 6 cm 





Johan VAN MULLEM  
Untitled, 2015 

Raw clay enamelled with tinted epoxy resin  
60 x 25 x 20 cm 



Johan VAN MULLEM 
Untitled, 2022 
Ink on board  

 180 x 130 cm 



Johan VAN MULLEM 
Untitled, 2024 

Charcoal on paper 
 81 x 62 cm 



Gianni MOTTI 
One Dollar Serie, 2009 

Painted bronze   
6,5 x 15,5 cm 



It's 2009 and the financial crisis is in full swing, hitting the industrialized countries 
hard, causing major banks to collapse, markets to plummet and the global economy 
to be threatened.  

In this gloomy climate, the artist presented two successive exhibitions at the Centre 
d'art contemporain de la Ferme du Buisson (Moneybox) and the Synagogue de Delme 
(Funds Show). Each exhibition followed the same modus operandi: using the 
production budget for the works, converting it into one-dollar notes, exhibiting 
them, and then, at the end of the exhibition, converting them back into euros and re-
crediting each of the institutions.  

The authors use this critical work, conceived as a response to the global economic 
crisis, to rethink notions of market value and the dematerialization of art and the 
economy. 

The garlands of banknotes do not fill the empty spaces; the two elements do not mix, 
but coexist. This is not an installation in the sense that Motti is not exhibiting a 
construction or a device, but rather an exposure in the sense of revealing the 
exhibition itself. 

The choice of the dollar is not innocent. It exposes a currency whose hegemony as a 
financial and political standard is increasingly contested.  
Its function is not to derealize the exhibited money but, on the contrary, to make it 
appear, to materialize the circulation of quantities of money presented in the media in 
an increasingly abstract, increasingly virtual way. Motti's garlands of dollars 
continue to function outside the exhibition, posing much more than the question of 
the exhibition's budget; they make tangible the circulation of capital, the billions 
that the banking industry places, transfers, recycles, discounts, shifts, converts, 
whitens, diverts, or dematerializes. 

In the same year, Gianni Motti designed "One Dollar".   
Exact, realistic replicas of $1 bills, slightly crumpled, in hand-painted bronze, 
based on a real bill. They are unique in their numbering.  
In short, an anti-inflation dollar...



Gianni MOTTI 
Eclipse totale de lune, 1996 

Performance constat ink printing on A4 sheet   
21 x 29,7 cm 



Gianni Motti 
"Total lunar eclipse, April 4, 1996, 00:21 to 03:58. 

In the invitations he has sent out since 1985 on the occasion of various lunar 
eclipses, solar eclipses or the Leonid shower (meteorite fall, night of November 
17-18, 1998), Gianni Motti refers to the collective and ephemeral experience of a 
sign, as meaningless as so many others, but which concentrates the extreme reality 
of being together, here and now, where the event takes place. 

Through this creative process, he lays claim to the phenomena, proclaiming himself 
the author of an event that he neither committed nor orchestrated. At later dates, 
up to 2081, these statements, made in several languages, invite a collective 
ephemeral experience and bear witness to the artist's deep fascination with the 
spectacles of nature. 

Demystified and transformed into the basis of silence, the moon nevertheless 
remains the site of the event, when the geometry of the celestial objects casts our 
shadow on a canvas that escapes all authority except that of our narcissism. Gianni 
Motti appropriates the excitement and the blissful innocence of everyone and 
transforms the phenomenon into a convivial gathering on the roof of the MAMCO 
(Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art). 

From the roof, the guests were able to admire the whole of Geneva and then the 
sunset. Afterwards, they waited for the eclipse over petits fours. The atmosphere 
was one of twilight. Everyone was waiting as if for a concert, impatient to see the 
artist. Suddenly, the spectators shouted, turned to face the moon, and night 
invaded the Cité. 

During the event, members of the Purchasing Committee of the Geneva Municipal Fund 
were present. Captivated by the magic of the evening, they asked the artist what they 
could buy. He replied: "Everything you've seen". "Yes, but at what price? "Zero francs".  

Uncertain about the answer, the commissioners worried about the accounting 
problems: how would they pay a bill for zero francs? How would they convince the 
mayor of the purchase? With great persistence, the artist was able to convince them 
and close the deal. 
The purchase was approved by the General Commission, with the agreement of the 
Board of Directors, and the artist received confirmation, signed by Jacqueline 
Burnand, then Mayor of Geneva, that the work was to be added to the collection of 
the Contemporary Art Fund of the City of Geneva. 

The Municipal Fund has in its archives a black and white photocopy of the document 
that documents the transaction, and the work exhibited in the gallery is the original 
in the artist's possession.





Paul DELVAUX 
Le Canapé, 1964 

Ink on paper 
43 x 55 cm 



Group Show   

POKER FACE 

Galerie Brachot is pleased to present a selection of works  

by modern and contemporary artists. 

With the advent of Surrealism, the Poker Face was elevated to the status of a 

revolutionary tool, a means of defying social convention and plumbing the depths of the 

unconscious.  

Artists such as Delvaux and Magritte harnessed the power of nonsense and the absurd 

to disrupt the viewer's expectations and blur the lines between the real and the 

imaginary.  

In this dreamlike world, the poker face becomes a deformed mask, an invitation to 

explore the recesses of the human mind, challenging viewers to question their own 

perceptions.



Exhibition at Gallery BRACHOT located on the River Side 

A selection of works by  

Fernando BOTERO - Paul DELVAUX 

- 

Léo CAILLARD - Tony CRAGG - CHUN KWANG YOUNG 

Christian DENZLER - Berend HOEKSTRA - Kevens PREVARIS  

  

From March 08 till June 16 2024



River Side Gallery





Christian DENZLER 
Grande fille, 2008 

Pencil lead on paper 
230 x 170 cm 





Tony CRAGG 
For the Walking Man, 1991 

Stone (Marble Nero Marquina) 
90 x 130 x 80 cm 



Kevens PREVARIS 
Untitled, 2018-2023 
Acrylic on canvas 

105 x 150 cm 







CHUN KWANG YOUNG 
Aggregation 23-JA005, 2023 

Mixed media with korean Hanji paper  
73 x 62 cm 



Christian DENZLER 
Untitled, 2017 

Pencil lead on paper 
80 x 60 cm 





Léo CAILLARD  
La Venus Curve, 2021 

Hand carved on Carrara marble 
Unique piece 

50 x 80 x 20 cm 







Berend HOEKSTRA 
Untitled, 2002-2005 
Acrylic on canvas 

200 x 150 cm 



Fernando BOTERO 
Untitled, 1973 

Watercolour and pencil on paper  
39 x 29,5 cm 





Paul DELVAUX 
L’Orage, 1978 

Series of 4 engravings after original drawings of 1948  
enhanced with watercolour by Paul Delvaux in 1978  

Edition 5/20 
 65 x 50 cm 



Paul DELVAUX 
L’Orage, 1978 

Series of 4 engravings after original drawings of 1948  
enhanced with watercolour by Paul Delvaux in 1978  

Edition 5/20 
 65 x 50 cm 



Paul DELVAUX 
L’Orage, 1978 

Series of 4 engravings after original drawings of 1948  
enhanced with watercolour by Paul Delvaux in 1978  

Edition 5/20 
 65 x 50 cm 



Paul DELVAUX 
L’Orage, 1978 

Series of 4 engravings after original drawings of 1948  
enhanced with watercolour by Paul Delvaux in 1978  

Edition 5/20 
 65 x 50 cm 



Sabrina BRACHOT 
Tel: +32 478 34 00 56 

sabrina@galerieb.be

www.galerieb.be   -

Isy BRACHOT 
Tel: +32 475 66 91 70 

isy@galerieb.be

galeriebrachot

Hotel Sanglier Gallery 

2 Place aux Foires 
6940 Durbuy

River Side Gallery 

01 Chemin du Halage  
6940 Durbuy

mailto:sabrina@galerieb.be
http://www.galerieb.be/
mailto:sabrina@galerieb.be


Colophon  

Concept and realisation: Galerie Brachot 

Credit photos@speltdoornstudio and the artists 
© Succession René Magritte - SABAM Belgium 2023 

Thanks to Art Loft for the collaboration with Chun Kwang Young
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